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Approach

Instead of asking “what” the principles are, we will first

consider “how” to get to the principles.

• Taking the brain’s perspective

• Taking an evolutionary perspective



Part I: Taking the Brain’s

Perspective



Taking the Brain’s Perspective

• The brain may be faced with a completely different

set of problems compared to those investigated by

scientists.

• Identify those questions, and surprisingly easy (and

unexpected) answers will follow.



Problems Faced by the Inner Brain

• How to understand the spikes without direct

reference to the external world?

• How to keep synchronized with the present?

• How to distinguish between input and output

representations?



Understanding Spikes, from Within

(a) From the Inside (b) From the outside

What do the green lights mean (represent)?

• From the inside: No clue!

• From the outside: No problem.

But this is absurd, because we operate like (a), not (b).



Keeping in Sync with the Outside

DelayDelayDelay

• Signals arrive in higher areas with a delay.

• What the higher areas perceive is in the past.

• Flash-Lag Effect demonstrates delay compensation.



Input or Output?

Thalamic afferent

Cortex

?

Input comes in Output is generated Confusion

• Binding problem: how can separate feature

representations of the same object be “bound”?

• Binding problem is about input representations.

• What about the output representations?



Unexpected Answers

• Understanding spikes without external reference

– Observe changes in spikes while performing

action.

• Maintaining synchrony with reality

– Short-term synaptic plasticity as delay

compensation, not memory.

• Distinguishing input vs. output representations

– Filtering within the thalamus-TRN-cortex loop,

reactivating immediate output of cortical

computation.

•



Part II: Taking an Evolutionary

Perspective



Taking an Evolutionary Perspective

• Go beyond “what” and “how”, and ask “why”?

• Why did the brain evolve?

• What are the necessary conditions for X to evolve?

(X = your favorite mental phenomena)



Why Did the Brain Evolve?
Brain! No Brain!

Larva (swimming) Adult (sedentary)

Llinás (2001)

• Marine tunicates: brain or no brain?

• Difference? One is mobile, the other is not.

• It is all about action and motor control!



Necessary Conditions for X?
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• Subjective mental states are hard to investigate.

• Study the “necessary conditions” instead.

• E.g., prediction could be one necessary condition of

authorship and the sense of self.



Part III: Principles Emerge



Principles Emerge

• The brain must maximize understanding: Action

helps!

• The brain is about action.

• The brain must predict (to link past, present, and

future).
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